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ABSTRACT
College students who have ha pk,sical disability often

avoid contact with physically disabled students due to negative
attitudes, lack of social skills, and social anxiety. As many
architectural barriers are being removed from institutions of
higher education, contact between disabled and non-disbaled
students is expected to increase.

In order to improve the quality of social interaction, a
better understanding of attitudes is needed and the components
of effective interpersonal behavior of both physically disa-
bled and able-bodied students need to be identified. This se-
ries of studies is a preliminary examination of variables which
facilitate or hamper interaction between disabled (wheelchair
used) and able-bodied students in, college and university set-
tings. The behavior and attitudes of disabled and able-bodied
students wore assessed to 1) understand stereotyping, 2) deter-
mine the components of effective interpersonal behavior between
disabled and able-bodied students and 3) develop a measure of
self-efficacy in relating to disabled students.

In Study 1, 194 able-bodied students were tested to deter-
mine stereotypes of physically disabled students. Subjects in-
dicated traits which characterize either male or female college
students who are either confined to a wheelchair or have no phys-
ical disability.

In Study 2, the components of effective interpersonal be-
havior between physically disabled and able-bodied students were
investigated. Disabled and able-bodied college students were
interviewed in order to generate a list of common social situa-
tions and interpersonal behaviors in academic settings. Based
on this list, an objective questionnaire was designed. Behaviors
of physically disabled and able-bodied students were included.
This questionnaire was completed by 24 disabled and 45 able-
bodied (31 of whom had had significant contact with disabled
people and 14of whom had not) college students in order 'to deter-
mine which social situations occ4. frequently, and which behav-
.ors or disabled and able-bodied students are appropriate or in-
appropriate.

The objective of Study 3 was to develop a measure of self-'
efficacy in 'interacting with physically disabled college students.
136 able-bodied students completed, in addition to some other
measures, a 49 item self-efficacy questionnaire in 1 of 4 exper-
imental conditions* interaction with a male or female college
student who is either confined to a wheelchair or has no phys-
ical disability. Preliminary psychometric information on this
measure is presented.

The implications of the results for the design of valid
social skills training programs to facilitate interaction between
physically disabled and able-bodied students are discussed.



Stern' y n =trait Attn ution

Goals
The purpose of this study ,as to find out

about stereotyping of physically disabled (wheel-

chair user) college students.

Method
100 able-bodied college students were ad-

ministered 2 adjective checklists. One checklist

consisted of 85 socially desirable traits, the

other of 85 socially undesirable ones. Subjects

completed the checklists in one of 4 experimental

conditions: stimulus person physically disabled

(wheelchair user) male, disabled female,. able-

bodied male and able-bodied female college student.

A second group of 94 able-bodied students was

tested under the same conditions; however, a

second set of traits were used. Thus, data are

available on 170, socially desirable and 170 un-

desirable traits. Traits from Anderson's (1968),

Wiggins' (1979) and Conte and Plutchik's (1981)

lists were used.



Results
,Question 1. When able-bodied students make trait attributions about disabled
and able- bodied male and female college students, which is the more salient
grouping variable, gender or disability?

Table 1

Number of Socially
-Desirable Traits in

.Common

= =

Stimulus Disabled Able-bodied
Person Female Male

Number of Socially
Undesirable Traits in

Common

Disabled Able-bodied
Female Male

Disabled Male

Observed Frea. 16 7
Expected Freq. (9.98) (13.02)

Able bodied Female

Observed Freq. 20 40
Expected Freq, (26.02) (33.98;

17
(11.61)

1

(6.39)

3

(8.39)

10
(4,61)

X
2 = 8.89, df = 1, <.01® X2 = 1c.79, df = 1, lo 4.001a

Answer 1, For, both socially desirable and undesirable traits, disability is
more important than gender.

Question 2: How do able-bodied college students perceive disabled male and
female college students, compared to able-bodied students?

Table 2

Mean Number of'Socially
Desirable Traits

Attributed

Wean Number of Socially
Undesirable Traits

Attributed

fa: Disabled Able-bodied Disabled Able-bodied

Wales 22.99 31.78 27.42 23.70
Females 27.20 33.13 20.99 20.39

Kales Females, 24.001
Disabled

4,
Z. Able-bodied, oc.001

,Interaction, p A.05
Dis. Wales L Dis. Females 4 Able.

?Pales = Able. Females, D c .01

Males > Females, o.001
Interaction, n 4..65
Dis. Males > Able. Males>

Dis. 17ema:.es = Able.
Females, r .4 .05

Answer 2: Disabled students are seen less positively than able-bodied students.
Disabled male students are seen both more negatively and less positively than
any other group.



unstion _I; To Ydiat c7xtent are the interpersonal charateristics attributed to

isa ja-students similar to those attributed to able-bodied students? ,
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Table 3

Wiggins' (1979) Circumplex Model of
Interpersonal Trnits

= Able-bodied Males <u Females)
Disabled Males E, Fema., pe.05.
= Disabled Males and Females

both > Able-bodied Males and
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brackets are social desirability
values. The higher, the better.
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Table 4

Conte & Plutchik's (1981) Circum-
plex Model of Interpersonal Traits

-11. endorsed by 40% of Ss for'
both Male and Female Able-
bodied students, and by 39%
for either Male or Female Dis-
abled students.
= As in abbve note, but for

Disabled and Able-bodied
students, respectively.

* = cr.% = endorsed by 40.!' of

Ss for both Male and Female
;Ala- bodied and Disabled
students.

Numbers in brackets are social
destralAlity values (Anderson,
1968). The higher,,the better.

Answer ': When .interpersonal traits are characterized in a circumplex fashion,
it is evident that disabled and ablebodied students are seen not only as
very different, but as having "opposite" characteristics. Furthermore,
characteristics attributed to disabled students are less socially desirable
than those attributed to able- bodied students. These tindinas are highly
robust: they are based on 2 different circumplex models of interpersonal
characteristics, on 2 different samples of subjects and on 2 different
methodologies.



.9uontion 4.1 What npectfic tr'J.tn are commi.aly attrinutod to (linatacd, out not
to able-bodied students? What traits .1.re c:ommonly attributed to able-bodied,
but not to disabled studentn? traits do both groups have in common?

Table 5

Traits AttriMuted ty Able-bodied Students

To ,,Male & Female Disabled To Both Disabled and Able- To Mule & Female Able-
Students. (But Not to "Ole- bodieel & Female bodied Studegts (But Not
bodied).4 Students' to Disabled)-'

Socially Desirable Traits

1

2

3
4
5

6

Quiet
Honest
Gentlehearted
Softhearted
Non-egotistical
Undemanding

63 1 Mature 63%
9% 2 Hard-working 60%
45% 3 Likable 57%
45% 4 Self-disciplined .53%
43% 5 Well-mannered 51%
I:0% -,6 Good-natured 49%

7 Polite 465

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Capabll
Talka. crc

Outgoi.tg
Sociable
Fun-to-be-wi..h
Proud .

Desirable
Good-looking
Self - assured
Attractive
Intelligent
Amusing
Bright
Curious
Decent
Independent
Optimistic
Easy-going
Aggressive
Energetic
Humorous
Happy
Popular
Dependable

77%
73%
6o%
60%
58%
58%
'7%
57%
56%
53%
53%
51%
51%
51%
49%
49%
49%
4.8%
47%
47%
47%
44%
43%
42%

Undesirable Traits

62,r

59%
55%
51%
51%
49%
49%
475
47%

1

2

3
4
5

6

7
3
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Isolated
Lonely
Helpless
Silent
DepresSed
Unpopular
Distant
Shy
Unappealing
Unsociable
Nervous
Unaggressive
Insecure
Dependent
Unhappy

80%
76%
75% None
73%
69%
68%
6o%
6o%
55%
55%
54%
53%
51%
49%
49%

1

2

3

5

7

8

9

Loudmouthed
Conceited
Demanding
Argumer.t.-_tiV,,,

Over-confident
PhOn,y
Complain le
Bossy
Self-centered

1
Only those:traits which were endorsed by 57 40% of

male disabled students and by i.39% for either male
ptudents are:included.

Ss for both male and
or Female able-bodied

fe-

Only those traits which were endorsed
persons.
As in 1 above, but for able-brAied and

by 40% of Ss for all 4 stimulus

dixabled, respectively.

Answer Lis Fewer socially desirable and more socially undoesirable words were
EFFEFFIy attributed to disabled than to able-bodied students. In addition,
while,. a few socially desirable traits were common to both disabled and ab4
bodied s.padents, none of the undesiraale traits were common to both groups,
Clearlrthe stereotypes of disabled 7..ad of ablebodied:students are very
different.

7



Conclusions
Disabled students, both males and females, aro perceived as having

characteristics that are not only different from those of able-bodied'

students, but also less socially desirable; disabled male'.; are seen espe-

cially negatively. Indeed, the disabled - able-bodied distinction is so strong
dip

that it over-rode even the eifects of sex-role stereotypes.

Disabled students are characterized as aloof, introverted, lazy, sub-

missive, ingenuous, and unassuming. These characteristics are the "opposite"

of those attributed to able-bodied studentsigregarious, extroverted, abbi-

tious, dominant, arrogant and calculating. As people usually like and seek

out similar others, one would expect able-bodied students to avoid or limit

their contact with disabled classmates. Preconceptions,can influence inter-

action. if it does take place. As stereotypes tend,to.persist in the absence

of exposure to contradictory evidence, information on factors which facili-

tate interaction is needed.



Situations and Behaviors

Goals
The goals of this study were to identify

1) commonly occuring situations involving

physically disabled and able-bodied c,r1les:e

students (dating wan n t included; this is the

subject of one of our ongoing studies, and

2) frequent appropriate and inappropriate

social behaviors by disabled and by able-bodied

students in each situation.

Method
Disabled and able-bodied college students

were interviewed in order to generate a list of

common social situations and interpersonal beh-

aviors in academic settings. Based on this list,

. a lengthy objective questionnaire was designed.

Behaviors of physically disabled and able bodied

students were included. The questionnaire was

completed 1:13. 24 disabled and 45 able-bodied

college and univrJsity students (31 of whom had

had significant contact Ieth disabled people and

14 of whom had not). Some subjects (30%) had

already left college. Subjects rated (on 6 point

scales) how often each of 51 social situations

occured and how often various behaviors by both

able bodied and disabled students occured. For

each behavior, subjects also rated (on .6 point

scales) the appropriateness of each response.



Results
Question 10 What aro the ,,Bent apecto of' the anmple?

Table

====-.

# of Ss
Age (x)

Years Disabled

Range

Disabled Friends

%.Who Have

Able-bodied Friends
Y.

% Who Have

Disabled Acquaintances

% WhoHave

Volunteer With Disabled

Have Disabled Relative3

Comfort Level With
Disabled Students
Able-bodied Students

Samplo CharacterHtien

===

Disabled
1

==

Able-bodied ,
With Contact'

Able-bodied
Without Contact

Male Female Yale Female Male Femnle

14 10 10 21 8 6

28 28 28 28 33 20

12 23
2-29 4-43

1.8 1.4 1.6 1.6 0 0

50% 70% 78% 70%

6.6 9.6 9.4 4.6 7.5 8.5
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1005

14.4 6.5 8.7 2.8 .6 1.3

93% 90% 100% 80% 40% 67%

29% 50% 80% 58% 0% 0%

0% 0% 10% 195 0% 0%

3.65 3.10 3.5 4.24 3.33 3.00
3.85 3.00 2.80 3.95 4.29 3.5o

1 Wheelchair users - miscellaneous disorders.
Subjects who either have a disabled friend or close relative or who have
worked ti's volunteers. with physically disabled people
Immediate family.

4 Ratings from 1 to 6. The higher the more comfortable.

Answer 10 All students in the sample had spent a minimum of 1 year at.col-'
lege. The majority of respondent's were in their late twenties. For disabled
college students, this is not unusual. Many disabled students 1) have spent
years in special facilities for the disabled, 2) finished their high school
diplomas by taking correspondence courses, 3) spent lengthy stretches of time
hospital, thereby interrupting their education, and 4) have taken 'a reduced
academic load in college. Since able-bodied students who have had contact
with disabled students were,, for the most part, solicited by the disabled
subjects, it is hardly surprising that they would be of similar age. The
able-bodied subjects who have had little or no contact with disabled students
constitute an ad-hoc comparison group. This group was included for hypothesis
generation, and not as a true "control" or comparison group.

Disabled students, like the C i-bodie.d, have many more ablebodied than
disabled friends. They also are just as comfortable with able bodied as with
disabled students. Thus, the notion that, "Disabled people prefer to be with
their own kind," certainly appears to be untrue, at least for college Students



quontion 2/What aro tho pnychomotric proportton 01' tho Twht[onnhtro?

Tablo 2

Nychomotric Data

Criteria Spe4rman's/0 1 2,

Test-ratent Reliability (12 Social Situations) .799 05

Ranking of Frequencies of Social Situations

Al)le-bodied Student Initiates Behavior (19 Situations)
By Disabled Male and Female Subjects .794 4..01

By Able-bodied Male and Female Subjects with Contact.824 4:01

By Disabled and Able-bodied Subjects with No-Contact.853 <.01

Disabled Student. Initiates Behavior (32 Situations)
By Disabled Male and Female Subjects .744 601
By Able-bodied Male and Female Subjects with Contact .604 601
Bu Disabled and Able-bodied Subjects with No-Contact.720 <.01

1 Spearman's Coefficient of rank correlation.

"Answer 21 As this was an exploratory, preliminary measure, little psycho-
metric information was obtained. Test-retest reliability and rankings of
the frequencies of social situations suggest that this aspect of the measure
is reasonably reliable.

11



anont1onj; Do abto-bodtoit ntullontn know Mott bohovtIrn hy Jbto-hontod poop to
towod Tinnblod pooplo Iwo nppopt.Ito? Do dInnhtod ';1,11(1,1111n {Mow wnnt bo-
hnvlorn by dtnablod poopto toward :Odo-bodtod ntudontn ;Ia nppoprt:tto?

Tabto j

Rolationuhtpn A unr Anproprtatononn Rntinrn or Yognont Hohavtorn

Ratings bys'
Abln-bodibd Sn Able-bodiods
with contact withobt Cont.-Tet

Behaviors of Able bodied Stedorta

Disabled So

Disabled Ss

. 941** .809"

Behaviors of Disabled Students

. 744" .',100**

Pearson r values. df = 29 for behaviors of able-bodied ntudentn, df = 26 for
behaviors of disabled students.
2 < .01.

Answer' 1i students and able-bodied students agree on what consti-
tutes appropriate behavioT by both groups.

======.-====-=====

Question 41 In frequent social situations, how appropriate are common
behaviors?

Table 4

Social Appropriateness of Frequent Behaviors

-= = ==

Ratings byt
Disabled Able-bodied Able-bodied

Ss Ss with .Ss without
Contact Contact

Behaviors ofl

Able-bodied Students
4.914 4.452 4.915

SD ( .314) ( .922) ( .315)

Disabled Students
x 4.707 4.309 4.500
SD ( .561) ( .481)

( .547)

Scores range from 1-6. The higher, the better.

Answer 48 Frequent behaviors, by both disabled and by able-bodied students.
are socially:appropriate. For each of the frequent social situations, a vari-
ety of appropriate Tesponses by able-bodied and disabled students exist A
manual("Disabled - Able-bodied Student Interaction")of frequent social situ-
e4ions and behaviors (with social appropriateness ratings by disabled and by
able-bodied students) is presently 1:eing prepared.

12



Questions What social interactions between disabled and able-bodied students_
occur often?

Table. 5

Frequent Social Situations

"* Nn-,:et A = flole-bodied Student

mays=.

D = Disabled Student ***

Social Situation

1 A (able-bodied student) is walking down the corridor and sees D (dis-
abled student) wheeling toward him/her.

2 A (able-bodied student), D (disabled student) and some classmates want
to go out for dinner. The question of transportatkon comes up.

A and D. are having a deep discussion about their lives.

.

A and .D are
,
talking in a corriddr., A casually rests his/her hand on

one of the handles of D's wheelchair.

D is to move his/her wheelchair up one step. A grabs the chair
and st,-s to pull.

6 D has just asked:-A for help to reach a pencil sharpener on the wall.

7 A and D are having a deep discussion aboUt their lives. A has just
asked D, "What's it like to be handicapped?"

8 The cafeteria is half full. There are people sitting alone. Some class--
mates of D's are sitting in a group at one of the tables. D has just
bought a coffee and wants some company.

9 D is trying to sharpen his/her"pencii: The sharpener on the wall is
too high for him/her to reach. A is nearby.

.10 D, one of A's classmates, is trying to move his/her.wheelchair up
one step. S/he is. concentrating on what s/he's doing. A is walking
down the stairs.

11 The library is on the. third floor and there is no elevator. D needs
to track down an obscure reference for his/her English paper.

12 In class,A notices that D is sitting alone. A joins D.

13 A and .a group of students are talking about dates, sex and sports. .

D arrives.

14 Having joined'a group discussing dates, sex and sports, A asks D,
"Are you going out with anyone special?"

15 'A and D are talking in the corridor. Noting that D has to look up,
A sits down on the floor.

16' D has been told by A, someone s/he just met, "I see you're in a wheel-
chair. How long have you been like that? What's wrong with you?"

17 A and D are passing each other in the corridor. A waves a cheery
hello, musses D's hair and'says,"See you later."

115 A and a group from his/her class are planning to attend a campus get-
acquainted party. A is organizing the students in his/her class.
Everyone seems to be going. D arrives as the discussion progresses.

19 A and D just met in. the cafeteria. A tells D, "It's really very
courageous of you to continue your education in spite of all the
difficulties. How did you make it.against such great Odds?"

13.
Continued



Table 5 (cont'd)

Rank

20

Social Situation

A and some classmates are planning to go out and get drunk to cele-
brate the end of exams. Everyone is talking about which bar to go.
when D arrives.

21 A is sitting with some friends in the cafeteria. D whom A doesn't
know well comes and ,ioins the group. They are introduced and shortly
thereafter everyone leaves. A has 15 minutes before class.

22 A.is organizing the students in the class to meet at a campus
acquainted party,D told A that s/he doesn't intend to go. A inz, Jts
that D attend.

23 A insists on helping D move his/her wheelchair up a step, even though
D has said s/he could manage alone.

24 A and D have been assigned to work together on a project.

Ranks are based on frequency ratings by both able-bodied students who have
had contact with disabled people and by disabled students.

Answer 5; The situations listed above encompass both "typical College"
social situations as well as situations relating specifically to disability
(e.g., transportation, help, curiosity, and concerns about the wheelchair).

YJ

Conclusions
Results show that disabled students tend to be older than the "average"

college student. They feel comfortable with able-bodied students and, like

the able-bodied subjects, have many more able-bodied than disabled friends.'

At least for college students, the notion that disabled people prefer "their

own kind" appears to be untrue.

Frequent behaviors by 'both able-bodied and disabled students were

found to be socially appropriate. In addition,disabled and able-bodied

students agreed on what appropriate behaviors are by both groups. This

-
suggests that lack of knoWledge about what constitute8 effective behavior

is not a likely cause of social strain. Nevertheless, investigatiqn of

knowledge of appropriate behavior in a more typical "college age" sample

seems warranted. We are, at present, investigating this issue.

,42
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S Elf- efficacy h-i]iterractifig

Goals
The purpose of this study was to develop a

ameasure of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) in inter-

acting socially with physically disabled students in

academic settings.

Method
A4? item self- efficacy questionnaire was de-

signed. Item selection was based on interviews and

the literature. Two scores are derived from this
0

measure: Level of Self-efficacy (% of items Subjects

indicate they can do comfortably) and Strength

(degree of certainty (10-100) in being able-to do

each task comfortably). 136 able-bodied college

students were administered this questionnaire in

one of 4 experimental conditions: stimulus person

physically disabled (wheelchair user) male, dis-

abled female, able-bodied male, able-bodied female

college student. Only ratings of same -sex stimulus

persons were made., Those who completed the quest-

ionnaire in the 2 disabled conditions also com-

pleted the Attitudes Toward Disabled Persons (ATDP)

Scale (Yuker. et al., 1970) and answered questions

cOncerning: 1) previous contact with disabled

people and 2) comfort interacting with physically

disabled and with able-bodied college students.



suits
3

question II .:row r-liable is the questionnaire?

Answer II

rabic 1

internalCon:.,istencyl Solit-Half Reliatilityi

revel2 Strength)

Disabled
.948 .949

Female .980 .990

Able-bodied
i :ale .977 .960
Female .940 .970

Spearman -Brown n values.
2 Level = number of tasks subject can do comfortably.
3 Strength = degree of confidence (10-100) in being able

to do each task.

The questionnaire is internally consistent.

=3=3===3=3======333=33=3=3333=9==3=====3.333=3==3=========333.33=======3=

ciuestion 2i Now valid is the questionnaire?

Table 2

Discriminant Validity II Ratings of Self-efficacy in
Interacting with Disabled and with Able-bodied Students

======33=3=====33=3333================3=== ====33=333=================

Level of Self-efficacyl

Disabled
vale 79.55
Female 20.82

Able-bodied
76.65
79.24

Strength, of Self-efficacy2

ale-bodied
11e2.136411 58.75
61.05 58.44

n ranges from 20 to 41/cell.
tests. All comparisons n.s.

The higher the score, the more tasks subject was able to do.
The higher the score, the mo.ve confident in being able to do tasks.

Table

Discriminant Validity Ili Ratings,of Self - efficacy in
Interacting with Disabled Students by Able-bodied Students

With and Without Contact with Disabled People

=

Level of Self-efficacy

'Contact. No-Contact
77.47 78.00

Female 87.00 68.47

Strength of Self-efficacy

i9.111.12I
67.64

No-cohtact
61.95

70.00 49.31

n ranges from to 22/cell.
Interaction,o4C.05
Females with Contacts Females
with No-Contact, o < .01

:ales with Contact = with
No-Contact, n.s.

ranges from 14 to 2:/ce11.
Intaractiom o44.05
Contact,..No-ontact,De...05
Females with Contactp.Females
with No-Contact D 4 .01

::ales with Contact = with
No-Con :act, n.z.



Table 4

Concurrent Validityt Correlations with Other Measures

Level Strengthl ATDP
2

Level 1

Strength

ATDP 2

Comfort with
Disabled
Students
^ .

Comfort with
Able - bodied
Students-)

. 828***

.401** .335*

.790*** -.114

.154

Arkzes

e/27..

d.ze

.313* .3031" .217

. 284/ .242/

Comfort
with
Disabled
Students

Comfort
with Able-
bodied
Students

.212 .174

.095 -.009

-.063 .186

.790***

4261/ .618***

Pearson r values.
Scores of Males above and of Females below the diagonal.
Level and Strength of Self-effiCacy with disabled students.

2 Attitudes Toward Disabled Persons (Yuker et al., 1970
-) Ratings from 1 -6. The higher, the more comfortable.

Answer 21 Validity data indicate some discriminant and concurrent validity,
but only for females.

Conclusions

. A preliminary step was made in the development of a'measure of,Self-

efficacy in interacting with physically-disabled students. Further work

(e.g., alteration of demand -characteristics, item and factor analyses)

needs to be carried out. The discrepancies between the response patterns

of able-bodied male and female subjects warrant additional,investigation.
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CONCL" S"
The results of Study 1 showed that disabled students,

both males and females, are perceived as having character-
istics that are not only different from those of able-bodied
students, but also less socially desirable. Disalled males
are seen especially negatively.

Disabled students are characterized as aloof, introverted,
lazy, submissive, ingenuous, and unassuming. These character-
istics are the "opposite" of tnose attributed to able-bodied
students. As people usually like and seek out similar others,
one would expect able-bodied students to avoid or limit their
contact with their disabled classmates. Preconceptions can
influence interadtion, if..it does take place.

The quality of social interaction is governed by numerous
variables. In order to better understand factors which facil-
itate or hamper social interaction beween disabled and
able-bodied students, information on 1) the types of social
situations which occur frequently and on 2) the nature of ap-
propriate behaviors by both disabled and able-bodied students
is needed.

In the second study, we obtained extensive information
on these two variables. In stark contrast to the dismaying
findings of the study on stereotypes, in Study 2 we found
that riot only did,disabled and able-bodied subjects agree
about what are appropriate behaviors by both groups, but that
frequent behaviors by both disabled and able-bodied students
are socially appropriate. It should be noted, however, that
our sample of able-bodied students was by no means repres\ent-
ative of college students in general. We are, therefore,
presently investigating knowledge of appropriate social
behavior in a more typical college sample.

The literature, with some notable exceptions (e.g., Kleck,
Snyder), is largely, anecdotal. Nevertheless, numerous reports
suggest that social interaction between 'able-bodied and
disabled people is by no means as trouble free as is suggested
by our data. Therefore, we intend to examine actual social
behavior, rather than rely exclusively on self-report. The
manual that emerged from Study 2 (frequent social situations
and frequent and infrequent appropriate, and inappropriate
behaviors by both disabled and able-bodied students) should be
useful in the development of a set of externally valid role-
play scenes and an empirically based coding and scoring system.
The manual should also be of use in preparing inexperienced
able-bodied and disabled students for interaction.

Should social behaVior between able-bodied and disabled
students be found to be problematic, the factors responsible
should by investigated. In addition to lack of knowledge
Concerning what is or is not appropriate, poor social skills
may be due to tesponseinhibition'caused by factors such as
1) faulty perceptions (e.g., stereotypes),4social-evaluative
anxiety, and 3) cognitive variables, such as expectation of
negative consequences, negative self-statements, and feelings
of being incapable (lack.of self-efficacy). Our attempt to
-develop measures ofstereotyping, of self-efficacy, and of
knowledge of appropriate social behaviors are part of the
investigation of factors which hamper or facilitate social
interaction between able-bodied and disabled college students.
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